PCDI
This unit contains two separate DIs.

Signal Input Jack Options:
- 3.5mm (1/8”) mini TRS stereo
- RCA (color-coded)
- ¼” TS (on some models)

Signal Output Jack:
- XLR (color-coded)

Features:
- Stereo/Mono switch for stereo operation or safely combine both inputs into a mono signal sent to both outputs
- 20dB pad switch for connection to "hot" input signals

Instruction:
1. Connect audio source (laptop, iPod, instrument, etc.) to PCDI input jack(s).
2. Connect PCDI XLR output(s) to microphone input(s) on a device (powered speaker, mixer, etc.).

Troubleshooting
- To help eliminate any hum and buzz that is not part of the intended audio, flip the Ground Lift switch.